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FACTS
we want to share our thoughts

QUALITY CONCERNS

Offering its customers high-quality products, one of
its top priorities is ensuring that the dog training
treats being presented meet their standards. 

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

We understand that reliability is critical, so ensuring
that our dog training treats being presented will be
consistently available in sufficient quantities to meet
demand is essential. 

COST
We offer competitive prices to wholesale/retail
customers 



SOLUTIONS
Our key solutions to potential concerns

QUALITY ASSURANCE

We have invested in rigorous quality
assurance measures to address any quality
concerns. These measures may include
testing the treats for quality and safety, and
using high-quality ingredients.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

To address potential availability issues, we
develop a strategic plan to ensure that the
dog training treats are consistently in stock
for our customers. This plan may include
forecasting demand, working closely with
our customers (wholesale/large retailers) to
maintain inventory levels, and
implementing an efficient distribution
system.  Treats will always be available to all
our buyers

VALUE PROPOSITION

To address potential cost concerns, we
have emphasized the value proposition
of dog training treats. This may include
highlighting the high quality of the
ingredients used, the effectiveness of the
treats in training dogs, and the long-term
cost savings associated with using the
treats.



Our company is a pet treat manufacturer
based in South Korea, and we are

dedicated to improving the health and
training of dogs. We believe that dogs are
an important part of families and deserve
the best possible care. As such, we have

made it our mission to create high-quality
dog treats that are both healthy and

effective in training.



HDC STORY
Our company has a rich history of
producing dog treats in Asia, with a focus
on South Korea and Japan.

1993
Established in 1993 as a tasty Jerky food
company for dogs and cats in  Japan with a
focus on providing fresh, real meat pet treats
that are superior in quality.

2005
Built Pet food Factory in KOREA, as Happy
Dream Company (HDCpet)

2019
Launched PET Brand, FELICUCINA,  TRICK OR
SNACK.  Established US branch under the name:
Zymo E-Merchdise inc

2021
Become Chewy.com vendor serving all 11 chewy
facilities.



TIMING
We now is the right time to be
partner with us.

INCREASED DEMAND

Our product has gained popularity among consumers,
resulting in increased demand. Continuing and increasing
capacity will allow us to reach more potential customers and
fulfill the growing demand.

COMPETITIVE PRICING

Our product is priced competitively and offers great value
for its quality. We can take advantage of their bulk
purchasing power and offer even lower prices, making our
product even more attractive to consumers.

BRAND EXPOSURE

By having our product in all retail stores nationawide, we
can increase brand exposure and build brand recognition
among a wider audience, leading to potential long-term
growth and success.



TARGET
MARKET
Target market demographic

BUSY FAMILIES

Customers often have busy schedules and are
looking for convenient, time-saving solutions.
Our product can appeal to these customers by
offering a quick and easy training  snack option
for their pets on the go.

PET OWNERS WHO PRIORITIZE
TRAINING:

Customers who prioritize training their pets
may be interested in our product as it can
serve as a healthy and enticing treat during
training sessions. Our product can be used as a
reward to reinforce positive behavior, making it
a valuable tool for pet owners who are
committed to training their furry friends.



SIZE THE
MARKET
Since pandemic, Pet owners have  grown
upto 29%. (forbe.com)

50 Billion
Total Available Market (TAM) 2021 

70% of U.S.
households own a pet
which equates to 90.5 millions homes.

32% Millennial (high)
highest pet ownership age group since
pandemic



COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
Introduce the competitive landscape
in your market.



Bite-sized Pieces:
Our jerky treats come in bite-sized pieces, which are easy to

handle and ideal for use during training. The small size of
our treats makes them a convenient and portable option

for training sessions.

High Value Reward
Our jerky treats are a high-value reward for dogs, making
them a powerful motivator during training sessions. The
delicious taste and chewy texture of our treats can help

keep dogs focused and engaged during training

Consistent Quality:
Our jerky treats are made with high-quality, fresh

ingredients and are produced under strict quality control
standards, ensuring consistent quality and taste in every

bag.

Distinctive Smoky Flavor
Our smoked jerky treats are made using a special smoking

process that infuses the meat with a distinctive smoky
flavor. Immediate attention during training especially with

our jerky treats



COMPETITOR APPROACH

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT
LINE

We can create and develop an
exclusive product line. By creating
a unique offering, we can help
differentiate itself from other
retailers and attract pet owners
who are looking for something
special for their dogs.

COMPETITIVE PRICING

 By offering a cost-effective
option, we can help attract
customers who are looking for
high-quality dog treats at an
affordable price.

PREMIUM QUALITY
INGREDIENTS

We can help and attract pet
owners who are looking for
healthy and nutritious treats for
their dogs. Additionally, we can
work with any retailers to ensure
that our product is prominently
displayed in the store and
highlighted as a premium option
for pet owners.



MEET THE TEAM

ANDREW KIM
Chief Executive Officer

TED KONG
Chief Financial Officer

WILLIAM KIM
Chief Operating Officer



FUTURE
ROADMAP
Road map are subject to change and
we may add more offline events
throughout 2024.

R&D NEW PRODUCT LINE
Q3 2023

EXHIBIT PET EXPO "SUPER ZOO"
Q2 2024

ROAD SHOW NATIONWIDE (POPUP)
Q2 2025



Chicken Steak TreatBeef Jerky Treat

Salmon Nugget Treat 3 Different Shape



FACILITY
Images of our manufacturer facility



CONTACT US
Main        855-923-4900
Direct #1 562-715-1672
Direct #2 213-260-1268

Email: sales@zymoemerchant.com

https://zymoemerchant.com/pages/hdcpets

US Branch: 
2121 E Lambert Rd #304
La Habra CA 90631


